
Reduce costs & manage your assets.
ITsavvy implements Lifecycle Management best practices to help our 
clients manage their IT assets between deployment and decommission. 
We make sure support contracts stay up to date to eliminate the risk of IT 
disruption. Best of all, ITsavvy’s Lifecycle Management is a no-cost solution. 
We never charge clients for our time or expertise.

Solutions 
Lifecycle Management
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Save time and money.

Reduce time to value.
Renewal management is just the beginning. ITsavvy’s lifecycle 
management tool reduces manual work and gives clients time back in their 
day. The tool provides a basic view of all renewals coming up so you always 
know where your contracts stand. ITsavvy also uploads all asset information 
into our online portal, so you can view contract details at any time. Rely 
on our lifecycle management team for continued support throughout the 
lifespan of the contract: we’re here to help from start to finish. 

ITsavvy’s Lifecycle Management can help you:

• Spend your time on what matters most.

• Follow visible timelines for replacing your assets. 

• Enjoy greater peace of mind knowing that your contracts won’t lapse. 

• Streamline contracts for easier tracking. 

• Access support if equipment goes down.
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We get you. We are real IT people too.

ITsavvy’s team of certified engineers and subject matter experts are here to help you 
make informed decisions. Our Client Executives are IT professionals who work with 
businesses, government entities, and educational institutions. When you need trusted 
expert advice, we’re here to help.

Visit ITsavvy.com to learn about our technology solutions and services.

The ITsavvy Lifecycle Management Solution

Our lifecycle management team is dedicated to helping you consolidate, co-term, 
and track renewals. Don’t worry about lapsed contracts. ITsavvy’s proactive process 
ensures we start the renewal process 90 days in advance of expiration. Enjoy fast, 
outstanding service every time you work with our team. We’re here to provide flexible, 
accommodating service when you need it most. The core strengths of ITsavvy’s lifecycle 
management solution are our people, process, and technology.

Interested in an inventory health check or a demo of our lifecycle management 
tool? Contact your ITsavvy Client Executive or email info@ITsavvy.com.  

People
Our dedicated team and 
single point of contact 
actively manage your 
maintenance contracts. 
Our experts are committed 
to providing you with:

∙ Renewal and 
  maintenance expertise

• Strong vendor 
  partnerships

• Dependable resources

Process
We exercise industry leading 
best practices to maximize 
the life of your assets while 
minimizing risk or support 
loss. Our best practices 
provide clients with:

∙ Proactive engagements

• Co-termed and 
  consolidated contracts

• Third-party maintenance 
  strategies for end-of-life gear 

Technology
We provide a comprehensive 
asset management 
dashboard in a custom-
built portal. ITsavvy’s 
Lifecycle Management 
technology includes:

• A single-pane renewal 
  dashboard

• A data rich asset 
  management tool

• User-friendly functionality


